Preserve or Preserve Not, There is No
Try: some dilemmas relating to
g
Archiving
g
Personal Digital
Luke: All right, I'll give it a try.
Yoda: No. Try not. Do... or do not. There is no try.
Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back (1980)
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Part 1: The Current
E i
Environment
t
So essentially we know that:
– There is a lot of ‘digital stuff’ in various personal and
institution archives and it is growing;
– loss of access to it (or to much of it) will occur unless
action taken;
– The process of keeping it accessible and usable needs
to be managed; and
– Any ‘solutions’ have to be scalable, reliable and
automated and in the long term sustainable by a
community.

Not managing ‘it’ is not an option. Collectively and or
individually we, need to:
– Understand our ‘digital
g
stuff’ & associated risks;;
– Provide safe storage, ensure immutability and
authenticity;
– Ensure access over time as technology changes;
– Develop & implement preservation workflows
workflows, skills
skills,
standards, & strategies for ongoing access; and
– Enable content to be shared and used in different ways
y
in the future.

There are a number of problems which we face during the lifecycle
l off di
digital
it l material:
t i l
– There appears to be a massive difference in the way that
people create and use data, and they way in which collecting
bodies would like to receive data in order to preserve it.

The challenge is that either:
– We need to be able to handle any sorts of data that comes to
us (impossible!); or
– Find a way that the data that we receive works for us, without
affecting how the user creates and use their data. The data
needs to be capable of being identified, preserved and
accessed.

Part 2: Monster, what
monster?
t ?
The challenging part is
keeping these rich
information resources
available.
One of our greatest
problems is knowing that
we have
h
a problem
bl
or will
ill
have a problem.
We can ignore
W
i
th monster
the
t
at our peril, but sooner or
later it will bite ‘someone’
on the …!!

Yet, the game keeps changing!
The digital environment is a dynamic entity. This means that in relation
to digital materials, some problems relating to collecting archives are:
– They are constantly being created;
– People are submitting more and institutions are actively looking for
content;
– The ways in which it can be submitted are changing;
– The way in which the content is presented and the files types keep
changing;
– The accompanying metadata that comes to us is generally not
consistent, if there at all (standard change); and
– In many cases we only know what was sent to use when we open it up!

Act or risk losing it
‘Digital stuff’ is dependent on technology at all stages:
– Creation/capture
– Storage
– Access
Because Technology changes - sometimes rapidly
rapidly, sometimes
more slowly, but eventually over time, we will lose access. Thus
software, hardware, media, file formats, operating systems will
become obsolete.
Unless managed deterioration can occur rapidly (e.g. data can
be corrupted or lost in storage or transfer process).

Different flavours of
obsolescence
b l

Differential preservation of technology which is driven by:
– The availability of the technology
• Vendor designed and ultimately consumer driven
obsolescence;
• Disruptive and or destructive technologies (destroys
stability and content); and
• Increase in the capabilities of technologies.

It’ss ‘only
It
only MOSTLY dead’
dead
Miracle Max: Whoo-hoo-hoo, look who
knows so much. It just so happens that
your friend here is only MOSTLY dead.
There's a big difference between mostly
dead and all dead. Mostly dead is slightly
alive. With all dead, well, with all dead
there's usually only one thing you can
do.
Inigo Montoya: What
What's
s that?
Miracle Max: Go through his clothes and
look for loose change.
The Princess Bride (1987)

Entropy:
py
– Loss of availability or degradation of the
technology; and
– Loss of skills and understanding of the
technology.

An example of MOSTLY
d d
dead
An example: If you did not know already, you may have forgotten that to
access a 5 ¼ iinch
h Fl
Floppy Di
Disk
k (i
(in one particular
ti l configuration)
fi
ti ) you might
i ht
need the following:
A working 5 ¼ inch Floppy Disk
A working 5 ¼ inch Drive
A working 5 ¼ inch floppy cable
A mother board that can connect
to a 5 ¼ inch floppy cable and has
a compatible BIOS for this drive
type
A working version of a compatible
OS

Part 3: Some Personal
E
Experiences
i
2002
2002-2009
2009
The National Archives of
Australia.
Dealing with the Digital
P
Preservation
ti off Government
G
t
Manuscript materials.
For example,
example data recovery of
300 data carriers containing
Royal Commissions records
from 1970-1995. Data
Recovery from:
–
–
–
–

9 Track ½ Magnetic Tape
8 inch Floppy Disks
5 ¼ iinch
h Fl
Floppy Di
Disks
k
3 ½ inch Floppy Disks

Some Experiences 2007presentt
National Library of Australia.
Dealing with Digital Preservation of published (serial, monograph), unpublished
personal manuscripts, large scale digitisation of newspapers and web sites
(around 350TB of data).
For example, The PANDORA Web Archive:

NAA Part 1
I have learnt the some of the following during my 8 years in Digital
Preservation.
Preservation
NAA (data recovery from carriers):
– Problematic with sensitive or security classified data;
– External Data Recovery Companies don’t like recording the types or
descriptive data which we like to record. Is the detailed metadata
recorded about series, media and data objects necessary for future
audit and authentication? What will a researcher require in the future
when they are looking at some derivative data object?
– Very expensive. In this case costing about $277 per carrier (300
carriers) for about 8Gb of data (about $35 per Mb);
– Surprisingly, recovered data as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

245 (81.9%) carriers with 100% data recovery
20 (6.7%) system or known duplicate data
14 (4
(4.7%)
7%) with partial recovery
14 (4.7%) found to be blank
6 (2%) failed the process completely.

NAA Part 2
– Although the Data recovery process was first concerned with
the media carriers
carriers, there are in fact two distinct problems:
• accessing the physical media (hardware/software issue)
• accessing the file system by rendering/performing/converting the
file (software problem).

– Because of potential media degradation, caution or
conservative action should be taken when accessing legacy
media;
– The media is only the record carrier (such as the box in the
analogue world);
– Manifest of the content is essential;
– There is a vast variety of media types and file formats used
over the last 40 years which exacerbates the legacy problem;

NAA Part 3
Arrangement and Description (A&D):
– Is continued A&D required at the conclusion of each step of
the data recovery process?
– As the custody model at the time of initial digital transfers of
these records was distributed, it is assumed that the
controlling agency also might have provided with paper
copies.
– Ideally when conducting A&D on these series, crossreferencing all digital files with paper records of the same
series. Looking for a direct correlation between both.
– Which has primacy, duplicates of digital or paper records?
Are the paper printouts of digital records copies? Does digital
make more sense from a storage perspective?

NLA Part 1
In relation to Web Archives, the following are problematic:
– Knowing what you have;
– Measuring numbers of files;
– Dealing with imbedded digital objects;
– Processing and identifying
f
‘unusual’
‘
file
f formats;
f
– Maintaining links between objects;
– Dilemmas about migration & emulation of at ‘risk files’; and
– Browsers are so tolerant of poor conforming code that
migration results can be variable
variable.

Part 4: Solutions
No one has solved this yet. We all have small parts of the
puzzle.
l A
As a community
it we need
d tto concentrate
t t on services,
i
tools application that work together. We need to:
– Avoid duplication
p
of effort;
– Build tools that work not only for your own business but could
work for others;
– If a product is good, concentrate effort rather than start yet
another project;
– Use standardized APIs;
– Make vendors partly responsible for their own file formats and
hardware; and
– Don’t lock ourselves into a situation where the is no way out
‘except pain’.

Ok II’llll do it
Ok,
This is easier said that done!
As we all have:
– Different businesses (to varying degrees
degrees. Although we all
want to preserve data).
– Different internal environments (are usually dependant on
applications and services which are customised to our
business)
– Different common understanding of the problem and what is
required
i d tto fifix th
the problem;
bl
and
d
– Different levels of resources and sustainability models.

Part 4: What can ‘I’ do
about
b
iit?
?
I have been working on a number of projects to assist in the acquisition,
ingesting and ensuring access to digital content (these are):
ingesting,
Mediapedia (soon to be a community web-base service for carrier identification
and knowledge) aims to:
–

be a curated repository for business knowledge and ‘trusted’ sources;

–

enable the identification with a low level of audience knowledge;

–

cater for both general and specialists audiences;

–

contain additional information about dependencies (such as hardware,
connectors, interfaces, software, etc.) and access paths for usage which are not
currently represented in other sources such as Wikipedia; and

–

be a web based service which can be integrated internally or externally to other
services.

Mediapedia

Prometheus
The NLA built a application called Prometheus to transfer
di it l content
digital
t t off
ff common media
di carriers
i
iinto
t managed
d
storage system in a systematic manner.
The NLA had to designed a system and process which was:
–
–
–
–

semi-automatic;
modular;
scalable (able to deal with multiple carrier types); and
capable
bl off automatically
t
ti ll h
harvesting
ti and
d generating
ti
appropriate metadata for future access.

The acquisition
q
of digital
g
materials on carriers is a constantly
y
growing problem. Therefore, the NLA had to address:
–
–

the backlog
adding to the backlog

Prometheus

Prometheus

Conclusion
In conclusion:
– We are all responsible for a lot of “digital stuff”;
– If we simply collect and store it, it will become unusable
in a relatively short time as technologies change;
– Maintaining the ability to access it requires a lot of good
management, planning, & dedicated resources; and
– We have to find and use solutions that can be applied
automatically and reliably to billions of digital files.
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